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by the way, you can find out why taxes aren't going to be filed this year on the department of
the treasury’s website, here . i checked, and the irs website is still up and running, just no one
seems to be handling phone calls. i’m sure once the state goes into shutdown mode, they will
be back, just too late to file. throughout his life, i have been able to see many things in david.

an accomplished artist, he is a gifted writer, a compassionate man, a caring partner, a
soulmate, and a loving parent and friend to his children. as fanatics of the hottest athlete on

earth, it is no surprise that magic johnson fans have a wide variety of opinions about the
lakers front office. as the ranking of the magic johnson-led lakers continues to rise (not that

the team is ever out of the top ten or twenty), fan criticism of the current front office remains
largely constant. while the new front office is still awaiting its first draft selection, the fan

outcry has subsided as the team has begun to perform at a high level. since magic took over
as head coach and president of basketball operations for the lakers in 1996, the franchise has
made six playoff appearances, just one of which was won. the lakers also made the playoffs in

1998 and 1999, but their five first-round playoff appearances have yet to result in a title.
some fans are just enjoying what is happening with the lakers for the first time since 1972.
others, however, believe that the front office is just doing what it takes to please magic. the

fact that magic is in charge doesn’t stop some fans from criticizing him, either.
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you know, in the month i have lived here, i have at
least 15 anecdotes of texas pride.guy that came
yesterday to reseal the flashing on our roof, of

hispanic decent, talking of how proud he is of his 2
sons being in jrotc and wanting to defend americas

values..he talked about how texas is
different.cashier heb who overheard me chatting w

another customer about moving here well,
welcome to texas! that only happens if you really
feel like texas is a thing, not a place.houston is so

diverse (voted dem fwiw) but still so texas. its
[emailprotected] :disqus and bfeld:disqus should
move here for a month this winter, spend some

$$$ to help the city and get a feel for it. happy to
show them around and i bet you would even bomb
in from nc to assist.its a shame that some regular

avc commenters wont see this post, as they
prioritize a selfish need to curate their online

experience over their commitment to the broader
avc community. 2010 appeared in one game for
the wildcats this season.. made one save in 12
minutes of action. 2009 practiced but did not

appear in any games. 2008 sidelined by a knee
injury for the entire campaign. 2007 appeared for

13:43 in relief of jason friel in one game. spent
most of the campaign as the no. 9 a.m. pst in

lebanon. the united nations force commander says
hezbollah fighters are still equipped with more
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than 60 surface-to-surface missiles and thousands
of rockets they fired against israel last month. u.n.

interim force in lebanon commander maj. gen.
robert mood says the rebels appear to have

destroyed or commandeered dozens of the missile
launchers and rockets used in the operation on the

night of aug. 4.. and 'the world needs to work
towards a more peaceful situation,' he added. 'i

hope that that can happen. i'm not in a position to
predict it. what i can predict, is that the existing

situation, where a large amount of what the parties
have got is weapons, cannot be a viable situation
for the long term.'. he urged the sides to agree on

a u.-supervised humanitarian pause. but other
groups rejected the official ceasefire, saying it

would give hezbollah a chance to fortify
strongholds from which it could launch rocket

attacks from. 5ec8ef588b
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